
ADOBE PHOTOSHOP TRAINING

Adobe Photoshop is the worldwide industry 
standard software for working with digital 
images. Whether you are using Photoshop 
for print or the web, this course is designed 
to gain the most efficient and effective route 
of incorporating Adobe Photoshop into your 
every day work flow.

This beginners course will teach you the 
basics in image manipulation - helping you to 
make the very best of the images you have 
taken yourself or have been provided with.

As well as improving your images, Photoshop 
training will also help to guide you around 
the basic ‘rules’ regarding image size and 
resolution to ensure your images represent 
your professional communications clearly...

...limited only by your imagination

FOR BEGINNERS



Getting started with Photoshop

This course is designed for complete beginners and is well suited to those wanting to learn 
all of the most commonly used features found in Photoshop. Through professional training, 
you can improve your efficiency, your effectiveness and your future career potential all in 
one go whilst ensuring that all of your communications are of a professional standard.

Learn to harness the power of the worlds leading digital imaging package with an established Photoshop practitioner, 
and benefit from my 20+ year track record and wealth of industry and training experience.

The course covers all basic Photoshop features including improving digital images, adding special effects and making 
colour corrections. In addition I will ensure that you gain a solid understanding of the limitations and impact of 
variable resolution for differing media options. You will also learn how to create montages, use Photoshop filters, 
utilise different tools, work with layers and curves and prepare images for use in print and the on-line environment.

We have provided a list of learning outcomes on the facing page but we usually find that delegates sometimes have 
a specific requirements they wish to achieve and we are adept at including advice and practical problem solving into 
each session where required so bring along your images on a flash drive so that you can work on your own image 
whilst learning if undertaking the workshop training option.

About this Photoshop Training Course

The Instructor
Adele Crowther is a Photoshop training instructor with many years experience working with Photoshop 
in a professional capacity both within a graphic design and website design capacity.  Adele has lectured 
on the use of this software within a private one-to-one, corporate group and a University lecture 
theatre and seminar workshop environment.

The Delegates
The Photoshop courses are suitable for anybody who wants to learn to use Photoshop but has no 
previous experience. If you have some experience using Photoshop you might want to consider our 
Advanced Photoshop Training Course.

If you are unsure which Photoshop course is most suitable for your requirements  then speak to Adele 
about your specific experience and your day-to-day image manipulation requirements.

The Prerequisites
This specific course is a beginners Photoshop programme. You should however be comfortable 
using a computer to perform functions such as copy and paste, and finding and opening other software 
applications and files (such as internet browsers). It is also helpful but not essential if you are comfortable 
using the internet, for example for browsing and interacting with websites.

This course dovetails 
into our InDesign 
Training course - 
ask for information 
if you are interested.

FOR BEGINNERS

Above: Slightly over cast greyness and only featuring mother & son... Above: Brighter image with healthier looking people - image created using 2 different shots



 b Using guides
 c Zooming in & out

2 Correcting an image – Image Adjustments
 a  Understanding image quality File types,  
  resolution, save as commands
 b Correcting and contrast
 c  Using the Levels command - Levels
 d Checking for colour casts - Curves
 e Adjusting colour balance - Exposure
 f Editing Hue & Saturation
	 g	 Improving	colour	casts	-	Photo	filter
 h Improving quality of photos with
  shadow & highlight options

3 Working with layers
 a Duplicating layers
 b Creating layers using different images
 c Working with layers in folders

SESSION THREE — Image Rules
1	 Preparing	the	image	for	final	use
 a Using the crop tool
 b Setting image size and quality
 c Flattening the image
	 d	 Preparing	the	image	for	final	use
 e Saving the image
  PSD, JPG, TIFF, PNG (CMYK & RGB rules)

2 a Scaling image layers
 b Rotate - Rotating layers
 c Skew - Skewing layer
 d Distort - Using the distort tool
 e Perspective - Altering perspective in layers
 f Warp - Warping the image

SESSION FOUR — Retouching images
1	 Defining	selections	
 a Cutting out – using the pen tools
 b Paths – saving paths
 c Using wand tool
 d Anti Alias
 e Feathering
 f Creating vignettes

T     his course is ideally suited to run over 
2 days where the delegates are able 

to break out into workshop seminars and 
try out what they have learnt. However, if 
kept to an instruction based lecture style 
format, most of the information below can 
be covered in 1 day. 

SESSION ONE — Photoshop Essentials
1 a  The Photoshop interface
 b  Working with tabbed windows
 c  Image Navigation tools
 d Using the Information panels
 e  Using the History panel and multiple undo
 f  Essential keyboard shortcuts
 g  Using Mini Bridge & Windows Explorer
 h  Customising the workspace
 i  Controlling menu item display 

2	 The	characteristics	of	a	Photoshop	file
	 a		Opening	files:		From	existing	image	files
        Scanning an image
    From camera / digital device
 b Pixels and image parameters
	 c	 Image	resolution,	dimensions	and	file	size
 d Understanding colour modes, CMKY, RGB,  
  Index, Monotone, Duotone
	 e		Understanding	file	formats:	PSD,	Tiff,	 
  JPG, PNG, BMP

3 Setting basic image characteristics
	 a	 Working	with	Mini	Bridge	–	file	information
 b  Creating new documents
 c  Creating new layers
 d Cropping, rotating & straightening images
 e  Changing image resolution & artwork size
 f  Making colour mode conversions
	 g		Saving	and	exporting	files	for	web	&	print

SESSION TWO — The Environment
1 Using basic tools
 a Using rulers

2 Retouching images 
 a Cloning
 b Healing
 c Red eye
 d Content aware 
  (selection – spot healing brush tool)
 e Feathering 
 f Creating vignettes

SESSION FIVE — Adding elements 
1 Colour use 
 a Using the eyedropper tool
	 b	 Mixing	paint	and	fill	colours
 c Print and web safe colours
 d The Paint Brush tool
	 e	 Adding	solid	colour	fills
	 f	 Adding	a	gradient	fill
 g Paint brush sizing

2 Text use in Photoshop 
 a Creating text & working with the text tool
 b Adjusting character attributes
 c Text anti-aliasing
 d Rasterising text layers – do’s & don’ts!
 e Importing text (using EPS export)
	 f	 Adding	solid	colour	fills
	 g	 Adding	a	gradient	fill

3 Shape use in Photoshop 
 a Importing shapes
 b Manipulating shapes
 c Creating shapes
 d Rasterising shapes 

4 Layer control
 a Moving, scaling and rotating layers
 b Linking layers
 c  Locking and protecting layers
 d Creating layer groups
	 e	 Merging	and	flattening	layers
 f Exporting and saving layered documents
 g Understanding image compression and 
  optimisation settings

5	 Special	effects	with	filters
	 a		Using	Photoshop	filters
	 b		Sharpen	and	Blur	filters
 c  Using the Liquify command

The session/s will begin with an overview of the use of Photoshop in industry with a lecture style format which includes any questions as we go 
along. I will use case studies and demonstrate various techniques to illustrate the potential use of the software. Each session is approximately 
half a day and they generally work best if combined with an afternoon in a workshop style seminar where delegates can put what they have 
learnt into practice but you can also use the following as a ‘pick and mix list’ if you have a specific or limited range of requirements. When all 
sessions are undertaken, each delegate should have a very strong fundamental understanding of using Photoshop.

‘The thing that stands out the most, 
from what Adele taught me, was the 

use of duo-tones in Photoshop, under-
standing the badly described idea of 
mine and being able to understand 
what I wanted and to teach me the 

simple alteration which makes it look 
like it takes hours to do!!! This helped 
a lot as I managed to sell the images 

on shortly after for a very tidy sum! 
Thank you!’ 

Michael Sharp B.A.(Hons)
Photographer & Graphic Designer

Above:  Almost beyond repair - the only photograph of 
a young boy when cameras were rarely used...

Above: Repaired as much as possible - you can only 
work with what else exists within the photograph.



After attending one to one training sessions in Photoshop 
and Indesign with Adele Crowther, I feel confident in my 
skills to use both software packages. In the beginning I 
had limited knowledge of how to use the programs, but 
by the end of the training I was easily manipulating 
photographs and producing leaflets. After changing job 
roles, I continue to use my skills to update layouts of 
local government reports and to improve the design of 
council newsletters. 

The training sessions went beyond ‘just learning how to 
use a software package’; I now understand a bit more 
about design, layouts, image resolution and printing 
images. As a trainer Adele provided focused and tailored 
sessions which allowed me to apply the training directly 
to projects related to my job role. This encouraged me 
to focus on the technical information as I could easily 
see the benefits to my work. My current manager is 
impressed with my ability to create fresh, inviting layouts 
to everyday reports and is encouraging me to apply my 
skills wherever possible. 

Tricia Trice
Performance and Information Officer

Corporate and Customer Services
North Kesteven District Council

Above:  Before - A photograph supplied by a client who was unhappy about a number of elements...

Below:  After - A new sunnier sky, removal of neighbouring building (?!) and railings and fisherman 
and boats and lamp post... ramp and swans added from another image, edging along the brayford 
added from information within the image. It may have been quicker to take another photograph on 
a better day from a slightly different position... But not as much fun!
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Above:  Before - left & after - right colour correction on an aged 
and faded photograph, minor blemish removal & general tidy. 


